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RELAY APPARATUS WITH HERMETIC 

SEAL CONSTRUCTION 
William C. Klammer, Mankato, Minn., assignor to Aemco, 

Inc., Mankato, Minn., a corporation of Minnesota 
Filed Aug. 25, 1961, Ser. No. 133,995 

3 Claims. (Cl. 200—168) 

This invention relates to a relay and more particularly 
to a relay assembly adapted for use with coaxial cables 
to produce switching in a desired atmosphere. 

In many phases of modern technology there is a need 
for relays which are extremely small or adapted for 
miniaturization and which may be used with coaxial 
cables. It is frequently desirable to maintain a predeter 
mined atmosphere at the contacts of the relay and around 
the coil and moving armature so as to assure proper oper 
ation. Such relays must be con-?ned within a true her 
metically sealed enclosure. 
An object of the invention is to provide a new and im 

prove-d relay of simple and inexpensive construction and 
operation. 
Another object of the invention is the provision of a 

novel relay construction wherein the operating mechanism 
of the relay is con?ned within a hermetically sealed en 

, closure. 

A further object of the invention is the provision of 
“an improved miniature relay construction adapted for at 
tachment to a coaxial cable and maintained in hermet 
ically sealed condition. 
A still further object of the invention is the provision of 

a new and novel header construction for transmitting elec 
trical signals therethrough while maintaining the opposite 
sides of the header in electrically. sealed relation with re 
spect to each other. 

These and other objects of the invention will more fully 
appear from the following description made in connec 
tion with the accompanying drawings wherein like refer’ 
ence characters refer to similar parts throughout the sev 
eral views and in which: a 
FIG. 1 is a perspective substantially full sized view of 

.the invention; 
FIG. 2 is an enlarged side elevation view with a portion 

vof the case being broken away and certain of the parts 
being shown in section tor clarity of detail; 

FIG. 3 is an enlarged top plan view with portions of 
the casing being broken away for clarity of detail; 

FIG. 4 is an enlarged detail section of the header shown 
detached from the remainder of the case and with the 
soldereliminated and with certain of the portions of the 
relay eliminated for clarity of detail; and 

FIG. 5 is an elevation view of the apparatus shown in 
FIG. 4 and viewed along a line as indicated at 5-5 in 
FIG. 4. 

‘One form of the invention is shown in the drawings and 
is described herein. 

‘ The relay construction is indicated in general by nu 
meral 10 and includes a rigid metal case indicated in gen 
eral by numeral 11, which includes ‘a header 12 and a 
cover 13. The header 12 includes a steel panel 14 having 
‘an outer periphery 15 identical in shape to the open end 
16 of the cover 13 and ?tted therein in tight-?tting rela 
tion. A soldered seal 17 is provided between the plate 14 
and cover 13 around the entire periphery of the plate so 
as to provide a hermetic sealing relation between the plate 

In the form shown, the cover 13 is formed of 
a nickel-silver alloy, but could as well be constructed of 
some other material such as brass. 
The opposite sides of the header plate 14 have shallow 

recesses 18 in which the ends of relay mounting brackets 
The mounting brackets 19 are ?xed to the header 
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bridging portion 20 formed integrally thereof and spaced 
from the header 12 for mounting the relay coil 21 and 
the movable armature 22 which pivots about a knife edge 
23 of frame member 24. The inner portion 22a of the 
armature has an extension rod 25 a?ixed thereto which 
carries an insulating glass ball or bead 26 on the end 
thereof for operating the movable contact 27. The relay 
includes spring wire-s 28 which continuously urge the ar 
mature against the knife edge 23. ' 
The movable relay contact 27 will be seen to be sub 

stantially U-shaped and has opposite leg portions 29 and 
30 which extend toward the header 12 and also has an in 
termediate portion 31 interconnecting said legs. The 
movable contact 27 is substantially ?at and planar in shape 
and oriented substantially normal to the header plate 14 
so as to permit the leg 30 to move freely between station 
ary contacts or obstructions 32 and 33, hereinafter more 
fully described. The leg 29 has a substantially U-shaped 
otfset portion 29a which is apertured at 29b and is mounted 
on a pin-like conductor member 34 which is a?ixed to the 
header plate 14. The leg 29 as hereinafter more fully 
described, is soldered to the pin-like conductor member 
34, and is twisted slightly out of the plane of the movable 
contact 27 about the axis of the pin-like conductor mem 
ber 34 so as to normally bias the leg 30 against the sta 
tionary contact 32. It will be noted that the contact 
member 27 is constructed of a resiliently ?exible and 
highly conductive material such as noble metal alloy. 
The header 12 also includes a plurality of rigid sleeves 

37 which are constructed of a steel alloy which in the pres 
ent instance is a nickel-steel alloy, very similar or identical 
to the header plate 14. The sleeves 37 have inner ends 
which extend into apertures 35 of the header plate and 
have outer ends which extend from the outer side of the 
header plate 14. The header plate 14 also has apertures 
36 therein. ' ' 

The sleeves '37 are brazed around their outer peripheries 
at ‘38 to the header plate 14. ‘It is important to note 
that the brazing of sleeves 37 produces .a true hermetic 
seal to prevent passage of gas therebetween and also pro 
duces a sound electrical connection. Conductor mem 
bers 34, 39, 40 and 41 extendthro-ugh the openings of 
sleeves 37 and through the apertures 36 in substantially 
concentric relation with the openings and apertures. The 
conductor members 34, 39, 40 and 41 are secured to and 

> insulated \from the sleeves and header plate by a plurality 
of glass annuli 42, the inner and outer peripheries of 

. which are fused to and integral ‘with the adjoining metal 
components including the conductor members 34, 39, 40 
[and 41, sleeves 37, and the header panel 14. At this 
point it will be noted that it is essential that the header 
panel .14 and sleeves 37 be of such a material as to ‘be 
compatible to the glass in the annuli 42 so that metal 
and glass may be fused together in an integral one-piece 
structure.- The rfused relationship between the .glass annuli 
and the adjoining metal parts produces a true hermetic 
seal between these several parts so as to prevent passage 

_ of gas through the header 12. 
‘The conductor members 41 are identical with each 

other ‘and are solid conductors of a nickel-iron or nickel 
steel alloy which is similar or identical to the alloy used in 
sleeves 37 ‘and plate .14 so as to have a compatible co 
efficient of expansion with the glass in the annuli 42 and 
thereby permit the proper ‘fusing between the glass and 
conductor members 41. 

All of the conductor members 34, 39 and 40 are sub 
stantially identical with each other and an understanding 
of one of these conductor members will suffice for an un 
der-standing of all of the conductor members. The con 
ductor member 39 includes a tube 43 and a stranded cen 
tral conductor 44 within the tube 43 in snug-?tting rela 
tion and soldered thereto to ?ll the spaces between the 



3 
strands of conductor 44 and produce a hermetic seal be 
tween the conductor 44 and tube 43 ‘and thereby prevent 
passage of gas centrally through the tube 43. The tube 
43 essentially comprises the outer periphery of conductor 
member 39 and is constructed of a metal suitable for fus 
ing to the glass annulus 42 and in the form shown, the 
tube 43 is of a nickel-iron or nickel~steel alloy similar 
to. that of sleeves 37 and plate 14. 
The central conductor 44 constitutes a portion of a 

coaxial cable indicated in general by numeral 45. The 
coaxial cable includes the central conductor 44, an inner 
insulation 46 surrounding the central conductor, a braided 
conductor 47 surrounding the inner insulation 46 and 
an outer insulation 48 surrounding the braid 47. 
The cable 45 is permanently attached to the header 12 

‘and has the inner insulation disposed in abutting end-to 
end relation with the tube 43 and with a portion of the 
‘inner periphery of the glass annulus 42. A rigid conduc 
tor sleeve '49 is applied on the end of cable 45 in tight 
?tting relation around the outer insulator 48 which is pret 
erably constructed of Te?on or nylon. The sleeve 49 is 
‘constructed of brass in the present disclosure and is ?tted 
into the outer end of sleeve ‘37 in tight-?tting relation. 
‘The entire outer periphery of sleeve 49 is soldered to the 
inner periphery of sleeve 37 to produce a hermetic sealed 
relation and to physically retain the sleeve 49 in the 
'sleeve -37. The metallic braid 47 is ?ared and soldered 
to the inner end of sleeve 49 so as to produce a sound 
electrical connection therebetween. An insulating outer 
sleeve 50 is applied over the inner portion of cable 45 
‘and is telescoped over the brass sleeve 49 to ‘minimize 
the bending of the cable in immediate proximity'with the 
header. , 

It -will be recognized that the conductor members 34, 39 
and 40 .appear at the inner side of the header as ‘rigid 
pins. 
The leg 29 is applied to the conductor member 34 as 

previously denoted and is soldered thereto tobe physically 
held in the desired position and to produce a sound elec 
trical connection between the contact member 27 and the 
conductor member 34 and particularly the central con 
ductor 44 thereof. 
The stationary contacts 33 and 32 are formed ofpsub 

stantially rigid wire having the contact-forming outer 
‘ends thereof disposed on opposite sides of the plane or 
the moving contact member 27 and in confronting rela 
tion with the movable leg 30 for engaging the leg 30 
when the leg is moved transversely of its plane. The 
inner ends 32a and 33a of the stationary contact wires 32 
and 33 are wrapped around the tubes 43 of conductor 
members 40 and 39 respectively and have solder applied 
thereto in the ‘form of an enclosing bead 44a to be re 
tained in stationary position and to provide a sound elec 
trical connection to the central conductors 44. It will 

' be noted in the drawings that the solder beads 44a are 
eliminated in vFIGS. 4 and 5 ‘for clarity of detail but are 
shown in FIGS. 2 and 3. It will be seen that the sta 
tionary contact wire 32 is slightly longer than the wire 33. 

It is important to note that the space within the case 
' 11 is completely hermetically sealed from the atmosphere 
at the exterior of the case. Plate 14 is soldered at the 
outer periphery to the cover 13 and is brazed at the aper 
tures 35 to the sleeves 37. The glass annuli are fused 
to and integral with the plate 14 at apertures 36 and are 
fused to and integral with the sleeves 37; ‘and the glass 
annuli are fused to and integral with the outer peripheries 
of each of the conductor members 34, 39, 40 and 41. The 
conductor members 41 are of solid construction and are 
connected at their inner ends to the operating coil 21 of 
the relay. The conductor members 34, 39 and .40 have 

' the tubes 43 soldered to the stranded conductors 44 with 
- the solder ?lling the spaces between the strands so as to 
produce a hermetic seal against longitudinal passage of 

It is also important t9 note that the tight-‘fitting rela 
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tion between brass sleeve 49 and the outer insulation 48 
produces a moisture seal so ‘as to exclude moisture from 
the area adjacent the inner end of sleeve 49. 

In operation, a control signal may be applied through 
the conductor members 41 to the operating coil 21 which 
causes shifting of the armature, whereupon the glass ball 
26 moves the leg 30 of movable contact 27 away from 
stationary contact 32 and into engagement with contact 
33. When the control signal is terminated, the resiliency 
of the contact member 27 returns the leg 30 thereof into 
engagement with stationary contact 32 and also returns 
the armature to the position shown. 

It is of particular importance to note that the present 
relay 10 is well adapted for miniaturization and has 
actually been produced with the length of the case 11, 
to the front face of header 12 equalling thirteen six 
teenths of an inch with the width equalling twenty-?ve 
thirty-seconds of an inch. The header 12 and case 11 
continue the electro static shielding effect of the braid 47 
of the cable and interconnect all of the braids of the 
several cables together. The stationary and movable 
contacts of the relay produce no material change in the 
impedance of the cables 45,. In the form shown, the sta 
tionary contact wires 32 and 33 are constructed of a gold 
platinum-silver alloy. 

It will, of course, be understood that various changes 
may be made in the form, details, arrangement and pro 
portions of the parts without departing from the scope 
of the invention which consists of the matter shown and 
described herein and set forth in the appended claims. 
What I claim is: 
1. A relay assembly comprising a hermetically sealed 

case including a metal header wall having inner sides and 
also having a pair of apertures therein, a pair of electrical 
cables each having a central conductor and an inner 
insulation surrounding said conductor and a conductive 
braid surrounding said inner insulation and an outer in 
sulation surrounding said braid, a pair of ?rst metal 
sleeves with inner ends af?xed in respective apertures of 
the header wall and brazed to the wall in hermetically 
sealing relation with the wall around the entire periphery 
‘of the aperture, said ?rst sleeves having outer ends pro 
truding from the outer side of the headerwall, a plurality 
of metal tubes each disposed within a respective ?rst 
sleeve in spaced relation therewith and projecting from 
the inner side of the header wall, a pair of glass annuli 
each disposed within a respective ?rst sleeve and in sur 
rounding relation with the corresponding tube, the inner 
and outer peripheries of said glass annuli being fused to 
and integral with the tubes and sleeves in hermetically 
sealed relation, said central conductors projecting through 
said tubes and being soldered thereto in hermetically seal 
ing relation to prevent passage of gas endwise through 
the tube, a pair of second metal sleeves each in tight 
?tting relation around the outer insulation of a respective 
cable andeach being received in snug-?tting relation 
within a respective I?rst metal sleeve, said second metal 
sleeves being soldered to the braids for providing elec 
trical connection between the braid and the ?rst metal 
sleeves and the header wall, -a relay within the case and 

nected with said tubes for producing electrical switching 
in relation to said central conductors of the cables and 
under a known atmosphere of desired pressure. 

2. A relay assembly comprising a hermetically sealed 
case including a conductive header wall having inner 
and outer sides, a relay mounted within the case and 
having a coil and also having stationary and movable con 
tacts, a pair of coaxial cables each having a central con 
ductor with an inner insulation thereon and each also 
having a braided conductor encompassing said insulation 
and further having an outer insulating sheath encompass 
mg the braided conductor, said header wall having a pair 
'of apertures therein, a pair of sleeves each having an outer 
end projecting outwardly from the headerwall and each 
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having an inner end inserted into a respective aperture 
in close-?tting relation, means hermetically sealing each 
of the sleeves to the header wall and around the entire 
periphery of the corresponding aperture, a pair of metal 
tubes substantially smaller than said sleeves, each of said 
tubes having a ?rst end projecting into the inner end of 
a respective sleeve and having a second end projecting 
inwardly from said wall, a pair of glass annuli each dis 
posed within the inner end of a respective sleeve and en 
compassing the ?rst end of the corresponding tube, the 
inner and outer peripheries of said annuli being integral 
in welded relation with said tubes and sleeves respectively 
and thereby creating a hermetic seal between the tubes 
and sleeves, said central conductors projecting through 
respective tubes in snug ?tting relation and being soldered 
to said tubes around the entire inner peripheries thereof 
in hermetically sealed relation, and means within the 
outer end of the sleeves con?ning and securing the cables 
thereto and electrically connecting the braided conduc 
tors to the sleeves, means electrically connecting the con 
tacts to the second ends of the tubes and mounting the 
contacts on the tubes, and conductors extending through, 
insulated from and hermetically sealed in the case and 
connected with the relay coil to supply energy thereto. 

3. A header wall assembly for use with electrical ap 
paratus to maintain different atmospheres on opposite 
sides thereof in isolation from each other, comprising a 
metal panel with front and rear sides and having an aper 
ture therethrough, a steel alloy sleeve having an inner end 
in said aperture and being brazed around the entire pe 
riphery thereof to the panel in hermetically sealing rela 
tion, said sleeve also having an outer end projecting from 
the front side of the panel, a steel alloy tube having a ?rst 
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end disposed concentrically within said sleeve and spaced 
therefrom and having a second end projecting from the 
rear side of the panel, a glass annulus within said sleeve 
and surrounding said tube and having inner and outer 
peripheries fused to and integral with the tube and sleeve 
respectively, a conductor element extending inwardly 
through the tube and being soldered to the tube in 
hermetically sealing relation to prevent passage of gas end 
wise through the tube, an inner insulation on the conduc 
tor element, a metallic braid surrounding said inner in 
sulation, an outer insulation surrounding the braid, the 
insulations and braid projecting into the sleeve, 9. second 
rigid metallic sleeve in tight-?tting relation on the outer 
insulation and being soldered to the braid and inter?tted 
with said ?rst mentioned sleeve and welded thereto in 
stationary and electrically conducting relation. 
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